Hello everyone! Welcome to our presentation on park designs for Oaten, Kinzie, and Idlewood parks.
We wanted to begin with a quick overview of our presentation. We’ll start by discussing the goals we had for our designs, then touch on accessibility and safety features we think are important for all the parks. Next, we will present the changes we propose for Oaten, Kinzie, and Idlewood.
When redesigning these parks, we did so with the goal of encouraging conversation and communication between children and their peers and caregivers. We also hoped to create play areas for children which were inclusive and considerate of various stages of development. We also wanted our designs to foster imagination and encourage children to play and talk together. And of course, we kept the community in mind and hoped to encourage engagement.
In line with our community engagement goal, for all parks, we thought it would be important to consider lighting, boundaries such as fences, trees, or shrubs, and of course seating. These are all critical elements of safety and accessibility.
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First up, we will be discussing our designs for Oaten Park.

We constructed this park with toddler age children in mind. To this end we concentrated on encouraging turn taking in conversations, and included uncommon animals to provide opportunities for conversations.
This is a sketch we drew up just to give an idea of what the park might look like with each of our features drawn into the main park and highlighted on the sides as well. You will be seeing these overview sketches for Kinzie and Idlewood park later in the presentation.
Unlike the other two parks that do not have themes, for Oaten park we decided to center our redesign around Canadian animals. We chose Canadian animals as the focus because exposing toddlers to these less common animals such as moose, beavers, and polar bears enriches their vocabulary and exposure to a diverse vocabulary is important for language development, especially for toddlers aged 2 to 3. (Rowe, 2012). We also chose to include more common animals like geese because seeing geese footprints in the park may also strike up conversation about them seeing geese in their day-to-day lives.
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The first feature that we are proposing in this park is interactive/sensory boards. These boards will provide an opportunity for topic repetition between the caregiver and the child as they talk about the animals that appear on the board. Caregivers can also ask children what animals they are seeing on the board which encourages turn taking in conversation and knowing how to take turns is essential in day-to-day conversations (Wing et al., 2007). When using this board, parents may say things like “look at this animal with brown fur, do you know its name?” or “oh look! 1..2..3 beavers!” or even “woah! You’re spinning those blocks so fast!”.
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Our next recommendation for the park is to use a poured rubber surface for the main area of the play structure. We then propose adding footprints that track throughout the playground into this rubber. The location of the footprints has been indicated in the diagram by the dark gray circle and corresponding branching pathways. Caregivers may ask the child questions about what animals could have left these tracks. These footprints can be used as starting points to have narrative or storytelling conversations with children. Finally, by including multiple different footprints along the same path, children are gently encouraged to share the same space as their peers as a way to promote conversations.
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While parents are often present at the park, sometimes they need a break and a simple way to provide a break to parents is to allow children to play with each other. By adding multiple slides or seesaws next to each other we have created opportunities for children to play-pretend together and invent stories (Wang, 2021) while also learning how to interact with same-age peers (Gomez, 2021). For example, with two slides side-by-side, children can pretend to be racing to put out a fire or they can simply compete to see who can slide down the fastest. On the bottom of the slide, we have also included a raised pattern of a maple leaf. This not only provides a novel aspect to the slide but it also allows for children to talk about the leaves they have seen before and use different verb tenses when comparing the leaf texture on the slide to leaves they may have seen that day at school (Rowe, 2012).

Those were all of our suggestions for Oaten Park, the next park that we are going to go over is Kinzie park.

For Kinzie, we focused our designs around children aged 5-9. To this end, we focused on children building stories together and conversations around cause and effect.
Here we attached a drawing we made up of the park. Instead of having a traditional theme like Oaten, we opted for a colour scheme to tie the park together. We chose the yellow, blue, green, and brown to draw intrigue to the park and increase community engagement.
The first feature that we are proposing for this park is a rocking boat that multiple children can play on and use to create stories together (Luo et al., 2014). Building stories collaboratively in this way has been found to help later storytelling and writing ability as children age (Luo et al., 2014). Facilitated by the boat, children can practice creating simple yet clear narratives with a beginning, middle, and end to foster story-building skills (Eastern Ontario Health Unit, 2017). When building these stories together, children might say things like “Arrr, get on my pirate ship and let’s go find some treasure” to start the story and “look! There’s the buried treasure! Let’s go dig it up!” to end the story.
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We imagined a climbing wall as a feature that would offer opportunities for children to take the lead in interactions with their caregivers. Because of the wall’s honeycomb design, kids would be able to put things in the crevices, and make believe they were shop windows, storage spaces etc. It would be a chance for kids to engage their imaginations, build stories, and practice taking turns and interacting with their peers.
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Although not traditionally found in a park, we suggest adding pulley system that would be located on the main structure of the playground that would be attached to an elevated platform and descend to reach the ground level. The pulley provides increased opportunities for collaboration which provides greater opportunities for conversations about how things work and why. Asking questions like “what’s going on here?” increases the likelihood of conversations about friction, force, and mechanical movement which increases exposure to sophisticated words. This is important to children's success in the classroom after grade 3 (Snow & Beals, 2006). Playing with the pulley system also promotes the development of movements using the small muscles in the hand and wrist. Children can practice moving their hands and fingers precisely to pull the pulley system. Mastery of these small muscles, has been associated with greater reading skills (Macdonald et al., 2020).

For this final park we have decided to stretch our imaginations and take a more non traditional approach to the redesign by designing a novel feature from scratch. When designing the feature, we had children ages 9-12 in mind, and focused on encouraging making inferences when playing and exploring cause and effect.
We drew on inspiration from the urban thinkscape to create an intentional informal learning opportunity that specifically targets types of talk that support language development. Urban thinkscape is an organization that designs interactive installations in various settings that encourage playful learning within the community.
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Link to Urban Thinkscape website:
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Similar to Kinzie, this park does not have a traditional theme, instead we have focused solely on designing a novel feature that can be seen from a birds eye view in the right picture and we will talk more about this feature in the next slide. Before we get to that, we wanted to suggest that the building be painted with abstract shapes and various colours because having some complexity in the shapes and some more saturated colours have been associated with greater learning outcomes (Barret et al., 2016).

The second change that we want to make is to implement poured rubber around the park. It creates a lively path that brightens up the space and guides visitors to the park and the playground. It also promotes children's imaginative play because they can decide how they want to interact with the path and choose to only step on a certain colour through the park.
This is our novel feature as seen from the side. We designed several pieces as play structures, some of which are on tracks and mobile, some that have anchored movements, and others that are stationary. This novel feature allows children to make inferences during their play and predict what will happen next. Making inferences in conversation is important as it has positive impacts on children’s future story comprehension, vocabulary, and intelligence (Tompkins et al., 2013). When playing with this structure, adults may encourage children to make predictions by saying “I’m going to push this block, what do you think will happen?”.
A key aspect of our design is that half of the pieces are on tracks so they can be moved to different locations. The blocks would be attached to a track that would have a similar mechanism to that of a sliding monkey bar. The children would be able to push and pull the different pieces along the track. The ability to reconfigure the park elements provides the children with a sense of agency over the space and active manipulation of the learning environment can help to expand understanding and interest and promote more rich conversations (Allee-Herndon, 2022).
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5 of the 10 pieces that we are proposing will be on the track, you can see them on this slide. There are a few key design elements that I want to draw your attention to. First, most of these pieces have the same base structure of the trapezoid, with the exception of one being a cube. The intention behind this choice was to provide the children with a pattern that they could start with, in this case being the shape, but throw in a twist to confuse them and peak their curiosity. Next, the bottom three pieces have a braking system where the children would have to solve simple puzzles before the piece can be unlocked then moved. With the braking system we are trying to elicit some discovery learning through unclear mechanisms of how to get the pieces to move and encourage cause and effect conversations. So now I'm going to move on and briefly touch on each of these pieces.
First off we have this cube. This piece provides children with a private space to sit in and possibly take a break from other social interactions. They can also have a fun joy ride, if a peer were to help out.

On this piece there are two tunnels that kids can climb through or sit in. There is a handle in the middle that can help with moving the piece or can be used as a support to climb on top of the piece.
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This piece also has a tunnel and some sliding elements on the side. The children must determine the correct combination of where to slide each one of the knobs in order to disengage the brakes to move the block and then re-engage the brakes to lock it in place.
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Similarly, this piece has a few levers and the children must determine which lever is the correct one to disengage and which would re-engage the brake.
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Finally we have the gear piece. Here the children would have to determine which point in the rotation would allow for the brakes to be released.
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Each of these puzzles are fairly simple and once they have been discovered by the children they can be used as a point of conversation with new friends at the playground. Additionally, once they have mastered how to move the pieces they are able to change and personalize the spaces so that it fits the needs of their play.
In addition to our on-track pieces, we also included a few stable, but ambiguously shaped, pieces that can be used for climbing. Our inspiration for the ambiguity of these shapes was based on public art installations in cities because nothing is as climbable as something that does not look like it is meant for climbing. We included these off the track pieces, to give children a safe space to discover strategies for climbing seemingly unclimbable structures.
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Here is an overview of the off the track pieces, the ones on the top of the screen are the anchored movement pieces which spin or rock, and the pieces on the bottom are fully stationary pieces. You will notice that not all of these pieces are ambiguously shaped, however, none of these pieces have clear holds, which allows them to be explored and mounted in different ways.
This is a piece that spins. You can liken it to the image on the right which shows a similar structure that already exists in a park. On our piece, 2-3 children can sit inside while 1-3 children hold the handles and run around the piece to spin it. The children inside can say things like “go faster!” or “stop! I’m getting too dizzy!”.
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This is a spring rider, a piece with an anchored rocking movement where 2-3 children can sit inside together. We chose to have an ambiguous shape rather than a clear shape because this encourages children to imagine that they are riding in anything from a seahorse to a spaceship, the possibilities and conversations are endless.
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This octopus-like piece does not move and serves as a low-stakes climbing piece. With 8 raised legs of different slope heights, children can play on this piece by climbing the legs to get to the top or by rolling things down the legs and figuring out which leg causes things to roll down the fastest and work together to figure out why that is (Kurkul et al., 2017).
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This star piece can be compared to the TORONTO installation at Nathan-Phillips Square in downtown Toronto. As we can see in the image on the right, and as mentioned before, climbing things that are not easy to climb is fun. Since this piece is difficult to climb, children can also help the climber out by telling them where to put their hands or feet next.

This last stationary piece is meant to throw another curve ball at the kids as they discover that not all trapezoids can move. Using this piece, they can imagine that they are at a sleepover and on bunk beds with one child above and one child below or they can use it as a place to hide when playing games like hide-and-seek.

These pieces have many elements (such as levers and gears) from which you could pick and choose and apply to other more traditional park structures. All of these pieces draw on traditional interactions that children would experience at a park but presenting these functions in a slightly unconventional or ambiguous form can promote more creativity and imagination in these spaces.
Though we have proposed three different redesigns for all three parks, any of these features can be applied to any of these parks. At the end of the day, we hope that we have provided helpful suggestions for designing beautiful and engaging parks for our community that are centred around fun and language development. Thank you for your time.
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